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DOETINCHEM: Jodie Taylor scored a hat-
trick as England demolished newcomers
Scotland 6-0 at the women’s European
Championship while Spain cruised past
Portugal in their opening Group D match
in the Netherlands on Wednesday. In
Utrecht, Arsenal striker Taylor struck an
11th-minute opener, capitalising on a run
by Lucy Bronze, before firing home again
in the 27th minute following a goal-
mouth scramble.

Ellen White made it 3-0 five minutes
later from a rebound after Jill Scott’s long-
range blast hit the crossbar, and Taylor
completed her hat-trick on 53 minutes,
chipping the ball over Gemma Fay in the
Scottish goal following a flick-on header

from White. Jordan Nobbs scored a fifth
goal three minutes from the end with a
volley and substitute Toni Duggan round-
ed off the rout with a header in stoppage
time as England recorded the biggest
margin of victory in tournament history.

Losing streak 
“I’m happy to get three goals but I

wouldn’t be able to score without the
service of the team,” said Taylor. “The last
two years have been tough. It’s a huge
achievement for myself to be here.”
Scotland had a decent chance in each
half but were outclassed on their first
appearance at a major competition and
extended their losing streak against

England in competitive matches to seven.
“It was a tough debut for us, but I

think we played against a very, very good
side, a contender in this tournament,”
said Scotland coach Anna Signeul. “We’re
disappointed to lose by so many goals.
We will learn from this, we’ll work on our
resilience and we’ll come back. It’s not
over.” In Doetinchem, first-half goals from
Vicky Losada and Amanda Sampedro
handed Spain a convincing 2-0 win
against Euro debutants Portugal.

Barcelona midfielder Losada opened
the score on 23 minutes after a long pass
from Andrea Pereira, slamming the ball
past the helpless keeper Patricia Morais.
Atletico’s Sampedro made it 2-0 three

minutes before half-time, heading in a
cross from Mariona Caldentey. “I’m happy
with the result, our first half was almost
perfect,” said Spain coach Jorge Vilda.
“They are really strong defensively, but
we were better.”

Spain, who won twice against Portugal
in the Euro 2017 qualifying campaign,
started with seven players from
Champions League semi-finalists
Barcelona. They showed their dominance
from the beginning, with Jennifer
Hermoso firing over the bar early in the
game while Silvia Meseguer was denied
by Morais after a fine exchange in the
box. The second half was very much in
the same vein.  — AFP

Taylor treble sparks rout of Scotland

LOS ANGELES: Paris Saint-Germain edged Roma 5-3 on
penalties on Wednesday after they played to a 1-1 draw in a
friendly international football match in Detroit, Michigan.
Brazilian defender Marquinhos gave the Ligue 1 giants the
lead in the 36th minute, but Roma responded with a strong
second-half performance that saw Sadiq Umar nab the equal-
izer in the 60th minute. Under the rules of the International
Champions Cup friendly tournament the match was then set-
tled by a shootout.

Only Roma’s Gerson failed to convert, and Marquinhos
capped his night with the decisive penalty. Brazil international
Dani Alvez made his debut for PSG, starting at right back a
week after he signed with the French club in a deal worth a
reported 14 million euros ($16 million). Alves played 69 min-
utes and was perhaps lucky not to concede a penalty in the
57th, when his slide tackle caught Diego Perotti in the area. 

PSG’s Spanish coach Unai Emery was satisfied with what he
saw from Alves, who won three Champions Leagues and six
La Liga titles at Barcelona and who many had expected to end
up with former manager Pep Guardiola at Manchester City.
“He played with his experience,” Emery said. “He talks a lot on
the pitch, he also brings a lot in attack.” The match drew more
than 36,000 to Comerica Park, home of Major League
Baseball’s Detroit Tigers.

Paris had seized the lead nine minutes before halftime. A
neat combination between Thiago Motta and Jese saw the ball
fall to Marquinhos, who fired home a right-footed shot from
the center of the area. The French club continued to push, with
Lucas Moura firing straight at Roma keeper Alisson, but the
lead remained at 1-0 at halftime. With six changes for Roma
and two for PSG, both clubs struggled to find a rhythm to open
the second half. But Roma gradually increased the pressure
and were rewarded on the hour mark a pass from Gerson saw
the speedy Sadiq put in behind and the 20-year-old Nigerian
put the ball through Alphonse Areola’s legs. Blaise Matuidi had
three late chances for PSG, including blazing over from close
range in the 85th minute and an injury-time effort. In the
shoot-out, the first five penalties were converted before
Gerson, the third penalty-taker for Roma, missed. — AFP 

HOUSTON: Manchester United manag-
er Jose Mourinho said he plans to treat
the exhibition match against
Manchester City as a training session as
the two Premier League rivals prepare
to clash in Houston. The two teams
meet at the NRG Stadium-home of the
Houston Texans NFL team-in the first
ever edition of the Manchester derby to
be staged overseas.

Mourinho, who will lock horns with
City boss Pep Guardiola once more,
insisted however he was not concerned
with the result of the game.  “It’s nice for
the US and US fans, it’s very good for the
event. I think it’s very good for both
clubs and there is always a little bit of
rivalry, a bit of an extra ingredient but
for me it’s a friendly,” Mourinho said.
“I’m not going to jump to celebrate a
goal, or cry if we concede, it’s prepara-
tion for me. The European Super Cup is
a match, West Ham is a match,” the

Portuguese manager added. Mourinho
is likely to field two separate line-ups
during the game, with one XI playing 60
minutes and a second XI 30 minutes. In
United’s two previous tour games-wins
over the Los Angeles Galaxy and Real
Salt Lake-he changed the entire line-up
at half-time. “It’s a competitive training
session, a training session that you try to
win but it’s not the most important
thing,” he said. 

“I know what I want and it’s to give
minutes to my players, to improve, to
make mistakes to repeat in training
exercises to stop those mistakes and to
make the new players try to understand
their teammates.”  Mourinho meanwhile
brushed off questions about former club
Chelsea’s capture of Alvaro Morata from
Real Madrid earlier Wednesday, insisting
he was happy with United’s high-profile
signing of Romelu Lukaku last week. 

“I’m not interested in what Chelsea

FC does, really,” Mourinho said. “We got
a big player, a player that I can compare
with what he was a few years ago,
because he worked with me for a few
months and his development was very
good. “We have a player who is now a
top player. You have to prove it at the
highest level, he has to do it for United,
in Champions League matches but he
has amazing qualities.”

Mourinho meanwhile reiterated that
United had not finished their transfer
business, but conceded the market
made doing business difficult, and he
may scrap initial plans to sign four play-
ers during the window. “Everybody
knows I would like four players and I’m
ready to go from four to three because
the market is difficult, some clubs think
the market is different from others,” he
said. “We are not a club that is ready to
pay what the clubs want us to pay so I’m
ready to go from four to three.” — AFP

Mourinho treating 

derby as training 

DETROIT: Marco Tumminello #93 (R) of AS Roma pushes off on Maxwell #17 of Paris Saint-Germain while going after the
ball during the second half at Comerica Park. — AFP 

PSG edges Roma on 

penalties in friendly

UTRECHT:  England’s forward Toni Duggan (L) controls the ball
ahead of Scotland’s defender Chloe Arthur during the UEFA
Women’s Euro 2017 football tournament match between
England and Scotland at Stadium Galgenwaard. — AP


